Under the Rule of Human Rights
Violators, Provision of Justice is
Just a Dream!
The Social Association of Afghan Justice Seekers (SAAJS) is staging today’s demonstration to
mark the Universal Human Rights Day in Afghanistan, where the release of “Dead List” which
contains the 5000 victims of Khaqi and Parchami assassins has reopened the wounds of our
people and once again remembered the brutality of Russian Servants. Despite the Russian
puppets confessed their crimes in that time and released the list of 12000 victims, but finding
the names of their loved ones in this list refreshed the wounds of our people. The thing which is
acting as salting over our wounds is, that the actors of such brutality and fascism is still in the
governmental and non-governmental organizations and are having full protection to continue
their betrayal against people and the country.
In the last 12 years, US and NATO invaded our country under the fake banner of “Human
Rights” and “Democracy”, the Human rights violation continued in the same brutish way of

Khalqi-Parchami, Taliban and Islamic factions. The US and NATO forces won’t hesitate any
kinds of oppression, crime and insult against our people. While the Terrorists are being powerful
day by day, but the blind bombing of foreign troops continues to kill thousands of our innocent
women and children and this tragedy continues. In one side the Taliban continue to kill our
people, in the other hand America and Karzai government brings the tested faces and the socalled warlords with the Russian puppets back in power and under the name of local police to
commit any kind of crime and cruelty against our people. Karzai government with the fake
claims has changed Afghanistan into a mafia-state with the highest production of opium, at least
we have two million addicts as soulless bodies; corruption is as high as we have never seen such
stage in the history; the assassins are having full protection and even they couldn’t punish or
bring to court one criminal; women are the first and the worst victims of this period and have
faced several types of violations and atrocities. In brief, past decade was the decade of painful
victimizing of justice and human rights, but all these miseries happened under the beautiful
banner of “democracy” and “human rights”.
We believe that existence of US military bases in Afghanistan and judicial protection for its
soldiers will push the country to another dark era of war and destruction. US government is one
of the worst violators of human rights in the world who has put several nations into blood.
Expecting “Human Rights”, “Democracy” and “Security” from such government is just selfdeceiving. Without the bloody hands of US behind the Taliban and other terrorists, anti-national
groups, Pakistan and Iran servant were not able to simply ruin the country.

We as a group of victims’ family who have lost their loved ones will continue to our call for
justice and will never stop till end. We believe that only our unity and endeavors can bring
security, peace, justice and human rights and not expecting such values from any external
sources. Therefore we ask all freedom loving individuals and organizations to stand beside us to
raise our voice and don’t let the criminals and stranger agents to deal on our destiny and martyrs
blood.
Once again we state our fundamental demands as follow:

1- We want the urgent removal of all criminals of period of Khalqi and Parchami’s
sovereignty, period of fascist Jehadi factions’ sovereignty, wild and terror era of Taliban
and the period after that until now, from their governmental posts.
2- We want prosecution of all war-criminals of the past over three decades in a competent
and impartial national and international court.
3- We demand a full investigation about the discovered mass graves and recognition of their
perpetrators.
4- We want the discovery of all undiscovered mass graves of all crime periods.
5- We strongly condemn the naming of venues and streets in the name of criminals and
regard it an insult and disgrace to the blood of our innocent martyrs.
6- We request building of a memorial monument in the name of our missing unknown dears
and a quarter should be allocated so the corpses of mass graves buried there honorably and
respectfully.
7- We ask our compatriots all over Afghanistan, who have lost their children, brothers and
sisters, relatives and dear once in last over thirty years, to contact and inform us about the
condition of their martyrdom and atrocities committed against them.
8- Let’s unite to make our voice louder and dominant!
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